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The writing of classical diplomatic history is not dead. Klaus Hildebrand
in the book under review is one of its most distinguished practitioners.
Without wishing to decry the legitimacy of many contemporary
historians’ concern with the history of leisure, custom, and other
aspects of change, it remains fundamental to research diplomatic
relationships and political history. Klaus Hildebrand has stuck to his
last. In this substantial work based on the close study of archives,
Hildebrand examines an apparently unglamorous period of British
foreign policy, despite the efforts of a swashbuckling Palmerston. The
years of relative non-intervention after the Crimean War on the continent
of Europe have been seen as a missed opportunity for Great Britain, one
of the four great powers of Europe. The argument goes that Great
Britain allowed a German Empire to emerge too powerful for the good
of the rest of Europe, imbued with an ideology of ‘blood and iron’ and
the worship of Prussian militarism, with catastrophic consequences in
the twentieth century. How could Great Britain simply have stood by?

Hildebrand shows how facile such a backward reading of history is.
The consolidation of the German Empire was actually a major reason
for the preservation of European peace among the great powers for
more than half a century. The sins of the twentieth century therefore
must not be simply visited on the nineteenth. The power relationship
both in military and underlying economic terms was very different in
1870 compared to just thirty years later. France and Prussia appeared
then more evenly matched; the expectations in 1870 were for a French
not a Prussian victory. Even should Prussia win, the future did not
inspire alarm. After all, Bismarck’s Prussia had always shown restraint
in victory; defeated Denmark was not occupied and lost only the
disputed Duchies of Schleswig-Holstein. Victory over the Habsburg
Empire had not led to the loss of any Habsburg territories to augment
Prussia – only of Italian territories to satisfy the national aspirations of
its ally, which enjoyed the sympathy of Great Britain. Prussia was a
stable state, a conservative monarchy not endangered by the passions
of revolutionary change and much admired in Britain. To create a strong
centre in the heart of Europe, a region of stability to check the aggressive
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tendencies of Russia and France, had been, moreover, an objective of
Lord Castlereagh at the Congress of Vienna and since then had been
regarded as best serving British interests. Prussian weakness not its
strength were more feared in the mid-nineteenth century. Anglo-Prussian
relations had one additional positive aspect, quite apart from royal
family links; Prussia had no intention of challenging Great Britain’s far
flung imperial interests, nor did it have a navy worthy of the name. In
contrast, the danger of Russian expansion in Asia, to the very frontiers
of India where the British believed after the Mutiny that they were
sitting on a powder keg which could be lit by the Russian fuse, was ever
present and haunted the Foreign Office down to the eve of the First
World War. As for France, the most unstable of the great powers, not
only were its imperial ambitions and its navy a challenge to Great
Britain in the wider world, but its ambitions in regard to Belgium were
perceived as a strategic threat at home. Hildebrand has examined in rich
detail the Belgian Question as it presented itself to British eyes in 1869.
Here, on the issue of the Belgian railways and French influence, the
Foreign Secretary Lord Clarendon intervened decisively and with
resounding success to defuse the crisis. He was unsuccessful when he
tried to achieve the same on the eve of the Franco-Prussian conflict in
1870. His mediation efforts to secure general disarmament failed.
Bismarck had no intention of disarming on the eve of completing the
unification of Germany.

Hildebrand, a knowledgeable and sympathetic student of British
external policies in the nineteenth and twentieth century, in his first
chapter clarifies the basic assumptions of British policies based on a
parliamentary constitutional monarchy and the interests of the first
economic power and premier trading nation in the world. Peace and
stability were fundamental aims. The establishment of a Pax Britannica
would allow not only Great Britain but all nations (as long as they were
white) to prosper. That aim contrasts with that of the continental great
powers enmeshed in the upheaval and change brought about by
constitutional experiments at home and by revolution and war.

Hildebrand follows British policies from the end of the Crimean War
through the Luxembourg crisis of 1867 to the eve of the Franco-Prussian
war and then reflects on British attitudes to the newly united Germany
after 1871. In the decade 1865 to 1874, Great Britain was more focused,
he suggests, on the internal policies of parliamentary reform (1867) and
the reforms of Gladstone’s Great Ministry than on foreign affairs. Here

Pax Britannica and Prussia
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perhaps Hildebrand overestimates the reforming spirit of Disraeli and
Gladstone. Only in retrospect did the progression to ‘democracy’
appear to have entered a final and dynamic phase. In truth Disraeli and
Gladstone were profoundly conservative in intention but driven along
by rivalry and the search for issues enabling their party to gain the
upper hand. Their attitude toward continental strife was marked by the
belief that the triumph of nationalism, whether in Italy or Germany, was
inevitable and that intervention to try to halt it was both undesirable
and useless. If the inevitable change, or progress, could not be achieved,
preferably peacefully, there was no British interest in supporting one or
the other side in war. Hence there was no point either in building up
large military resources capable of intervening decisively in the land
wars of the European continent, especially as a military threat from
continental Europe was a remote possibility. What British policy was
designed to ensure was that once the national wars were over, whoever
proved the stronger should not resent the role Great Britain had played
before the contest was decided. The British wished to live in peace with
the ‘new’ Europe that would emerge. At no time could Great Britain
hope to dominate continental Europe by its military strength. At best it
might lead by example. In the meantime a predominant navy guarded
the Empire with an Anglo-Indian army and a small force at home.

In the era of Gladstone, British statesmen suffered from the illusion
of the inevitable progress of civilization. As the world’s first economic
power, Britain believed itself to be in the vanguard and that its experience
and outlook would be followed by other nations once they had passed
through their phase of national assertion. In an anonymous article
Gladstone set out this view in the Edinburgh Review after the outbreak
of the Franco-Prussian war, writing: ‘Certain it is that a new law of
nations is gradually taking hold of the mind, and coming to survey the
practice of the world; a law which recognises independence, which
frowns on aggression, which favours the pacific, not bloody settlement
of disputes, which aims at permanent and not temporary adjustment;
above all, which recognises as a tribunal of paramount authority, the
general judgement of civilised mankind.’ In western Europe the prophecy
would take another eight decades before it became true. In most of the
rest of the world that happy state of affairs has not yet come to pass. Nor
was it even then true of British behaviour as an imperial power. It
defended fiercely and ruthlessly its interest in the buffer countries in
Asia which lay between British India and Russia, in Persia, Afghanistan,
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and the Ottoman Empire; in Africa, the imperial contest was with
France and in southern Africa with the Boers struggling for indepen-
dence. The noble vision fell short when in the British Empire there were
movements for independence. Hildebrand shows that ‘splendid
isolation’ as a description of British policies during these years is a
myth. Nor should we be too hard on Gladstone and his successors. Only
utopians are able to follow what they preach without deviations as
circumstances require.

Hildebrand has convincingly shown the logic of British policy in
Europe from 1856 to 1871 and in that sense rightly characterizes it as a
successful policy. The alternatives to intervention, when examined in
depth, prove to have been unrealistic. Had British interests been
perceived as in jeopardy, which they were not, Britain would have
intervened, disappointment with the conduct of the Crimean War
notwithstanding. Secure in its superior civilization Great Britain stood
aloof, but when with the renewed deterioration of the ‘eastern question’,
the Ottoman Empire once more faced defeat by Russia, Salisbury
intervened decisively in the spring of 1878.

Hildebrand’s study is a monument to years of scholarship and lays
to rest many myths including that of British jealousy and enmity in its
relations with the new German Empire. It is peculiar, however, that
German scholarship, in general so meticulous in every respect, does not
insist that publishers ensure adequate indexes for their work. But that
is a minor criticism indeed. It is to be hoped that this splendid work will
soon become available in an English translation.
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